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This year’s Proceedings subtitle needs a little explanation. In 1994 Robert Cailliau organised 
the first world’s first Web conference, WWW1, in May in Geneva. It was followed by WWW2 
in Chicago in October. Around that time I commented to my then SCU colleague Roger 
Debreceny, that it would probably be a long time before this conference series came to 
Australia, so we should organise our own – the result was AusWeb95, a sell-out conference 
at the Ballina Beach Resort. Twelve years later and AusWeb07 is on in Coffs Harbour at the 
Pacific Bay Resort. Delegate numbers have fluctuated from year to year, but in the last few 
years the numbers have been low and very close to what is needed to run a financially viable 
conference. In particular, in last two years the impending changes in research funding, 
inherent in the Research Quality Framework exercise, have made it increasingly hard for 
academic staff to get conference funding.  

 

If it must be known Roger and I only envisaged AusWeb running for 4 or 5 years by which 
tome we considered Web technology would simply be absorbed into the wide range of 
existing discipline based conferences. So our belief was that AusWeb was fated to have a 
short but none the less interesting life. Perhaps it ran longer than expected due to the fact 
that it has always tried to cover all aspects of the Web, not just the purely technical side. 
Indeed the recent formation of the Web Science Research Institute (WSRI) 
(http://www.webscience.org/) aims to promote exactly this broad perspective.  

 

AusWeb has always been a team effort. The core of any academic/research conference is the 
content (papers, posters, keynotes, tutorials, workshops and special interest groups). Well 
over 1000 individuals have contributed and been willing to share their work and ideas. In 
terms of organization my thanks go to those who have served on the AusWeb team in any 
one year or over multiple years. A special thanks go to one important part of that team, Julie 
Burton and the other folk at Norsearch Conference Services - behind any successful 
conference series is a good PCO. Finally, how would conferences survive financially without 
the support of sponsors. A special thanks to Stephen Atherton at Apple who has organised 
support for the conference every year. 

 

At present it seems unlikely that AusWeb will continue in its present format. If you have ideas 
and suggestions please let me have them. Perhaps the series can reinvent itself so do keep 
watching http://ausweb.scu.edu.au for any developments.  

Allan Ellis, Southern Cross University 

 
Program Chair 
I wish to thank all the authors whose papers help to create the focus for the open discussion 
and debate which has always been a hallmark of the AusWeb series. As you read through these 
Proceedings, you will appreciate the coverage of innovative projects and topics of current 
importance relating to the rapidly evolving technologies and usage of the Web. 
 
I also wish to acknowledge the important work done by the Track Chairs in coordinating the 
refereeing process for their respective track. Their efforts have ensured the continued high 
standard of content. 
 
Finally a very big “thank you” to the Conference Convenor, Allan Ellis, whose inspired efforts 
have produced such an interesting array of keynote speakers; NTech Media for not only 
maintaining the AusWeb07 Conference website but also supporting the Conference’s multi-
purpose publishing mode; and Norsearch Conference Services for their customary efficient 
conference management. 

Joanna Richardson, Griffith University 
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